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1. Contract status

a. Rados talked to Rosemary Turner (NASA Contracts) while we were there. She 

had expected that the contract would be back by then but hadn't seen it yet. A p 

parently the trouble is over a NASA boiler-plate security clause, exactly what the 

trouble is no one, not even Tom, seems to know« Rados was optimistic that it would 

be back shortly. When it comes in, we will be free to begin making expenditures.

b. We discussed briefly with Diane the financial report requirement, which may 

undergo a change in format in the future to make it compatible with a proposed 

computer-reporting format0 She also indicated that there will be no need for haste 

in committing the FY72 money due to the holdups we've experienced in getting the 
Memo of Understanding signed off.

2. Self-timed operation

We briefly reviewed the self-timed drop command scheme and our reasons for c o n 

sidering it with Rados, Cote, and Johnson. Rados felt that command drops would be 

preferable*,

Butler came into this discussion late and quickly voiced an unfavorable opinion 
on the scheme. He suggested a command drop with timer backup scheme. He also 
suggested the possibility of make drops at synoptic times« His final approach was 

that the potential GATE-data users should be consulted to establish their preference 

for the drop scheme.

We (Olson and Rickel) reviewed with Butler some of the major potential pro b 

lems associated with the SMS-interrogated scheme. These were the possible n o n 

reception of long-range interrogations (of particular importance should only one 

satellite be available) using the standard 10-watt SMS L-band transmitter and the 

need for a yet more sensitive receiver, as expressed by the Magnovox representative, 
M r c H a c k e r 0 In response to our questions, Butler felt that interrogations need
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not necessarily be made through the satellite and that meeting the GATE schedule 

is of paramount importance should the development of a reliable satellite inter

rogation scheme require an excessive amount of time.

At a meeting later in the day with Press and Sparkman, who is the NOAA 

representative at GSFC, Press had no comment on the self-timed scheme, although 

he clearly stated that NASA would establish the requirements for making drop

sonde soundings. This would be established by holding discussions with the US 
GARP Committee - US GATE-Planning Group.

3. Cutdown control

The alternate possibilities for achieving cutdown made possible by the self
timed operation scheme were described. We reviewed the operation of each of the 

four; Magnetometer, SMS command, H-F Command, and Timer j with respect to the 

system. No particular opinions were expressed, although Rados pointed out that we 

must satisfy State Department requirements regarding Northern Hemisphere "runaways" 

and Mort Friedman (GSFC), who stopped in for a few minutes, said that the military 

H-F networks all had stationary antennas pointed at the U.S« and so might not be 
of use to us in the H-F cutdown scheme.

4. Action items

a. GSFC will investigate the desires of the U . S 0 GATE committee for vertical 
soundings from our system.

b. Press requested that we submit a comparison study of the various operational 

command configurations open to us - drop commands via the SMS or H-F or from an o n 

board timer5 and cutdown commands via the SMS or H-F link or from the timer or a 

magnetometer.

c. Rados would like a revised and detailed schedule for the project.


